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           The Village Echo 

Editorial 

 

  I found Richard Pavey’s article on his ‘Uncle Reg’ a delight. (I have doubts 
though, of Richard addressing the old gentleman with such familiarity). The image 
that comes down to us, by reputation and from memory, is that Mr Pavey was the 
embodiment of Victorian rectitude. I like the word. It is one of many gloriously   
Victorian terms once in common usage to describe a specific quality in a man. But 
now these terms and the values they describe, are fast fading. Thank you Richard 
for a glimpse of the man in his private realm and of your evident regard for the old      
gentleman’s generosity and dignity.  
        The photograph on page 15 is the only known photograph of Mr Pavey. It was 
copied from an enormous photo album of his years at Oxford University, dated to 
1909.  The album provides a remarkable insight into the life of the privileged before 
the Great War. The album is in the Pavey Room. Do come and see it. 
 If anyone has a photo of Mr Pavey as he was remembered in his later years, 
may we please make a copy of it?  
       Richard Burleigh is a new and very welcome member of The Pavey Group who 
brings with him a wealth of talents. In his early career at Cambridge he was          
involved in research in C14 dating, a radiometric means of determining the age of  
organic remains. He is also a dedicated bibliophile who has great trouble not buying 
books. Another of his distinctions is that he is a member of the  William Barnes   
Society and editor of the William Barnes Newsletter. Barnes was a multi-talented 
son of the soil who became a poet of great distinction. A considerable body of his 
verse was written in a mid-nineteenth century Dorset dialect.  Of particular interest 
is that Richard has a marked verbal facility in the Dorset dialect of a century and a 
half ago. I have asked him to give a reading of his favourite lines and he has agreed. 
So, as they say – watch this space. 
     Peter Childs has provided yet another picture of the village’s past, this time of a 
familiar place that we drive past daily. John Toms is just on the edge of local    
memory, having died in 1930. I wonder just how many characters with such stories 
will be allowed to slip through the net if nobody puts pen to paper. My great fear is 
that Peter runs out of subjects. Thank you once again Peter. 
     Of my article on the American lads in Charmouth, I regret that the entire story 
could not be told; two thousand words is quite inadequate to account for the drama, 
tragedy and the degree of human achievement of that summer of ‘44. In my own 
case, having witnessed such an enormous armada assembled in the Solent, where it 
appeared as if one could walk to the Isle of Wight, it proved to be a definitive      
moment in my life. My recall of those weeks prior to that great event of June 6th 
1944 was of the din of aeroplanes, tanks and equipment and of the men in uniforms 
most of whom were little more than a year older than me. 
          P.M.P. 
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The Last Miller of Charmouth.  

 

 Early in the fourteenth century the monks of Forde Abbey decided in their 
wisdom to build a church and a mill at Charmouth, thus confirming the status of 
the village as an agricultural and fishing centre. Previously the Domesday Book 
(1086) listed around 270 mills in Dorset, though not all were water driven. 
These mills were mostly of Saxon construction, and little remains of any       
Roman mill in Dorset even though many thousands of Roman troops were 
around until 435AD or thereabouts. After the evacuation of the Romans the    
invading Saxons soon set about pushing the remaining Celts into Wales and 
Cornwall and then defended Wessex against all invaders until 1066. 

 Under the harsher rule of the Normans it was a punishable offence to grind 
precious homegrown grain into a rough stone-ground meal. Though no doubt of 
admirable nutritional value it was not worth the risk of being flung into the    
local dungeon. The primitive small millstones known as saddle querns were  
eagerly unearthed and destroyed by agents of the Lord of the Manor.            
Possession of such devices was regarded as conclusive proof of tax evasion. 
The production of flour was strictly controlled by the Manor, all grain having to 
be ground in the Lord’s mill. 

 It must be remembered that the construction of a water-driven mill was a 
considerable capital investment and so had to be paid for by the extraction of 
tithes for the benefit of the abbey. Thus the miller in effect became a public   
servant, with all the attendant temptations of that position. He was entitled to a 
percentage of the milled grain as payment for his services and, from experience, 
could judge the quality of the wheat on offer to perfection. This was known as 
the miller’s “soke” and he held the right under the  comprehensive bureaucracy 
to mill all the grain in a defined local area. The old saying, “Put a bushel in, get 
a peck out” was probably fair comment in many cases. It was said that  because 
of his monopoly the miller was only  allowed to keep three hens and a cock on 
his property. No other animals were permitted. Possibly the expression “soke 
the rich” and such related phrases date from this old word. It was not  until an 
Act was passed in 1796 that    millers could be paid in cash for their services. 
The passage of time changes all things, except perhaps human  nature! 

The siting of a water-driven mill had to satisfy several conditions. The first 
essential was an adequate year-round flow of water, but not so great as to cause 
flooding. If the flow of water decreased, severe restrictions would be imposed 
on the working period available, as time would be lost waiting for the mill pond 
to  refill.  There  would  have  to  be  good  access  to  the  mill  from the village  
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or small town and connections to many local farms.  The  bed rock would have  
to be strong   enough   for  the   foundations  of  the  mill,   storage  buildings,     
wheel bearings and the grinding mechanism. The availability of skilled     

craftsman such as wheelwrights and blacksmiths to make repairs was essential 
to what was then the “cutting edge of technology”. 

 In view of the above conditions, it was thought advisable to build our water 
mill on a tributary of the River Char rather than the great river itself. Also the 
land to the east of Newlands Bridge over the Char was probably not under the 
control of Forde Abbey. The proximity of the river mouth was subject to very 
high tides and flooding would have ruled out the last two miles or so of the riv-
er as a possible site for a mill. 

To ensure a smooth water flow to the mill wheel, it was necessary to       
construct a weir upstream of the mill. Advantage could be taken at any point 
where the river tends to race because of a fall in the level of the watercourse. 
From the weir, a channel would be excavated a few feet wide and deep enough 
to maintain a good flow. With the Charmouth mill, the channel ran to the mill  
parallel to the river. As it approached the mill it broadened to form the “mill 
pond”- a beloved image of country bliss recreated by many romantic painters 
and   a   happy   breeding  ground  for  ducks,  swans  and   moorhens.   Such    

 

Mrs Toms at Mill Pond 
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channels are known as ‘leats’ in the West Country. Careful study of figures 1 
and 2 on the map, taken from early survey maps will reveal the course of the 
leat to  Charmouth mill. At either end of the leat the flow of water in and out as  
regulated by sluice valves,  which consisted of a block of oak sliding  between 
two vertical iron rails. A full millpond probably represented about four to six 
hours grinding time until the water level was insufficient to turn the wheel. 

 Sadly, the only evidence that the mill ever existed  are the remains of the 
weir at the bottom of the old playing fields, now surrounded by trees. A close 
approach is not recommended, but after a period of rain the rush of water can 
clearly be heard. 
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The Rook Shoot at Wootton 

 
  Pictured above is John Toms, who moved down to Charmouth from Bristol 
in 1881. He was the last miller to work the Charmouth Mill successfully. He is 
on the right of the photo above. 

The occasion was the Manor Rook Shoot (circa 1905). The others featured 
are Page Doble (left) and Frank Hooper. Toms was clearly a man of authority 
whose handshake on a deal made it rock solid. A story recounted by no less a 
personage than Reginald Pavey has it that when the mill was up for sale John 
Toms was one of two main contenders for the property. They met casually 
while travelling to the agents and as they conversed, a common interest soon 
emerged. They were both interested in buying the mill. 

The preservation of dignity was very important to both men, particularly as 
they were both prepared to pay the asking price. A squabble at the agent’s      
office between the two well established Charmouth men would have been a 
very   unseemly   affair,   as   the   ethical  code of  shrewd businessmen made it 
impossible to pay  more  than the  right  price for the property.    They  agreed  
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that the only  possible way to settle a matter between men of affairs such as       
themselves, was to toss a coin privately and let the laws of chance do the rest. 
Possibly, in an earlier age they would have fought a duel, or one of them could 
have been   murdered, but by 1881 or thereabouts, the age of enlightenment had 
arrived.  After a solemn handshake to bind the result, John Toms emerged  the 
winner and went home smiling. It is not recorded if he told his wife Rose of his    
brinkmanship. As he was already the working manager of the mill, he would 
have been in a strong position to win an open contest. Had he lost the toss, he 
could also have lost his job. The whole truth of the matter will sadly never be 
known. 
 John Toms was well established in the mill by the turn of that century and in 
addition to the mill, had taken over the working of Hogchester farm. 

 His steady rise to prominence in the village was assisted by a strong        
interest in public and church affairs,   becoming the Vicar’s Church Warden and 
attending numerous Diocesan Conferences.  He was  also a member of the 
Board of Guardians, who regulated the affairs of the Charmouth Work House  

 
 

The Old Mill From The West  



 Among the first volunteers in Charmouth at the outbreak of the First World 
War, he played an important part in Lord Derby’s local recruitment scheme. At 
this time he also helped to found the first troop of the Charmouth Boy Scouts. 
He was also the first secretary of the Charmouth Branch of the Ancient Order of 
Foresters. Indeed it would appear that there was not a pie in the  village that he 
did not have a finger in. On his retirement in 1930 he gave up his parish and  
rural district council activities and with his wife, lived on in one of the Mill  
Cottages. 
 An account of his retirement even appeared in the local paper. Miller Toms 
tabled an earnest request for the return of all sacks bearing his name,             
presumably lest they be put to uses that might bring that respected name into 
disrepute.   A standard sack  had a  weight  of  almost 250 lbs when  filled  with 
grain, so most mills were provided with a hoist to raise the sacks to the top of 
the mill.  These hoists would be powered by an auxiliary shaft attached to the 
mill gearing.  Manhandling the grain sacks was not advisable for boys, old men, 
and those who were considered ‘Dum ‘an Dor’, who could cause much damage 
to the mill or injure themselves. 
  It is doubtful if the mill was sold as a profitable concern as the rapid      
development of transport made smaller mills uneconomic. It was however 
bought by Colonel Bullen, who installed a miller for a short period. Older   
members of the village will remember the mill machinery as antiquated; the 
main cog wheels being made of hardwood such as apple or pear wood, while 
oak was preferred for parts exposed to water.  Inevitably, because of the        
imperfections of man and his works, the mill would often come literally to a 
grinding halt.  If the teeth of the drive wheel wore out, new teeth were inserted 
and driven home into a mortised position by the local wheelwright or carpenter. 
It is not difficult to imagine the scene as local craftsman George and Fred repair 
the mill yet again: 

“Ow much longer doest think  we can go on like this yer Garge. Oi do 
zay put the poor wold  thing bout of ‘is hagony. Get a dacent iron ‘un, like they 
got down Bridport Brewery.’ ‘And us thicky hasp an the gert mallet …Rouse 
theeself,  Oi told ee to ‘av un ‘andy”. 

“Baint no good ballyraggin’ Oi Fred. Casn’t zee oi be lookin’ for ‘un. 
Oi do believe ee’s over Champenhayes Mill still. Must av left ‘un when us ad to 
get that wold Didekei Noah freed when ‘ee were stuck in the wheel.* That were 
a urk of a business that were. Mind Alf Childs with is gurt smiths sledge 
‘ammer bashing the spokes out of `t wold wheel. Wold Noah ‘aint nair’n be the 
zame agin. ‘Ee be all of a scraggle now”.  “Well one things   zartin. Oi casn’t 
zee wold Toms spending ‘is florins on this wold ramshackle    rubbish. T’aint 
worth a brass farthin’ an’ e’d ‘ave  more  time to hob  nob   
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with  the  squire up  at  the manor ‘ouse. They do zay he’s up for the next shoot. 
Might get a bird or two if we’m lucky” “You`m ever a hopimist Garge. Wee’m 
be lucky to get a maggoty wold rook ‘tween the both of us”. 

 And so it was that with ever increasing maintenance costs and          
competition from larger mills, the old Charmouth Mill became derelict after a 
working life of many centuries. Before it was demolished it became a popular 
and somewhat perilous play area for the more adventurous children. Eventually 
the site was cleared so that new building could proceed. Following the           
retirement of worthy miller Toms and his beloved Bull Terrier “Spike,” there is 
no doubt that several hundred  rats and mice had passed a time of remarkable 
peace at the mill. Then they became asylum seekers as it were, as they ran amok 
throughout the village looking for new lodgings, causing much alarm to the   
villagers and providing good sport for their dogs. 

          John Toms lived on to the age of ninety and at the time of his death  
he was the oldest inhabitant of Charmouth. His wife Rose had died three years 
earlier. 

 
 *Charmouth Mill was probably an ‘Overshot Mill” similar to the   Champ-

enhayes Mill where a man was trapped in the mill wheel. 
 I would like to thank my sister Marian Clayton for her researches into    

family archives, which were invaluable, and to Roy Aldworth for the privilege 
of sharing his memories.         
            Peter Childs. 
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   Introducing William Barnes                   
 

  William Barnes, The Dorset Poet, was born at Bagber, near           
Sturminster Newton in the Blackmore Vale, on 22nd February 1801. His father 
was a struggling tenant farmer and the family lived in straitened  circumstances.  
At school Barnes was a clever pupil and in 1814 he became clerk to the solicitor 
Thomas Dashwood of Sturminster Newton. Dashwood died in 1816 and Barnes 
moved to Dorchester where he was subsequently employed as a clerk to the so-
licitor Thomas Coombs.  In 1823 he moved to Mere in  Wiltshire to open his 
own school and in 1827 he and his wife Julia - they had been married in July of 
that year - opened a mixed day and boarding school in the Chantry House at 
Mere.  In 1835 they moved back to Dorchester and ran a succession of schools 
over the next two decades.  In 1838 Barnes was registered as a 'Ten-Years’Man' 
at St. John's College, Cambridge, to study as a part-time student for a Bachelor 
of Divinity degree (this was awarded to him in 1850).  In 1847 he was ordained 
Curate of Whitcombe near Dorchester with a stipend of £13.00 per year.  Great-
ly to his long-lasting distress his beloved wife Julia died in 1852 and the school 
progressively fell into decline.  By the late 1850s Barnes was in real    financial 
difficulties.  In 1861 he was awarded a Civil List pension of £70.00 a year and 
then in early 1862, to his salvation, he was offered the living at Winterborne 
Came where, cared for by his eldest daughter Laura, he was to be greatly es-
teemed as Rector for the next 24 years.  He died at Came Rectory aged 85 years 
on 7th October 1886.  In February 1889 the pleasing bronze statue that is in the 
forecourt of St. Peter's Church in Dorchester was unveiled as a  prominent me-
morial to him. 
 The foregoing is but a brief outline of Barnes’s life, intended to give 
just a broad impression of how he progressed from his humble origins.  It 
makes no mention of his other accomplishments, many of which were made at 
what were particularly difficult times for him. The range of his achievements, 
the many books that he wrote and his huge poetical output will be considered 
shortly. 
 There are a number of excellent biographies of William Barnes in 
which a full and sympathetic account of his life and achievements is to be 
found.  The three standard latter-day works are: William Barnes of Dorset, by 
Giles Dugdale 1953);  William Barnes  the  Schoolmaster,  by  Trevor Hearl   
(1966) 
and William Barnes A Life of the Dorset Poet, by Alan Chedzoy (1985).    
Needless to say, no collection of any admirer of Barnes is complete without The 
Life of William Barnes Poet and Philologist, by his daughter Lucy Baxter (who 
wrote under the pseudonym of 'Leader Scott').  This was published in 1887 at  
7s 6d by Macmillan and Co.; a good copy just might be acquired today  
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for a minimum of £120.00! A hitherto unpublished record of the history of the      
Barnes family,  the  result  of prolonged  and  painstaking research by       
Douglas Ashdown, entitled W illiam Barnes My Hwomeward Road, came out in 
June 2003.The last three words of the title having been inspired by the final 
verse of My Orch'd in Linden Lea. Barnes's poems first began to appear in print 
in 1820 and the first edition of his Poems of Rural Life in the Dorset Dialect 
was published in 1844.  Subsequent collections appeared in 1846, 1859, 1862, 
1864 and 1869, and in 1868 his Poems of Rural Life in Common English were   
published by Macmillan and Co. Like the rural poet John Clare (1793-1864),  
Barnes   had   been   under   some  pressure   from  publishers  for  his  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

William Barnes  



Poems to be written in 'national' English rather than in the dialect.  
 In 1879 the collected  edition of Poems of Rural Life in the Dorset Di-
alect was  published by Kegan Paul & Co., and there were some seven      fur-
ther reprints of this between 1883 and 1905.  Since then there have been   selec-
tions of his poems edited respectively, by Thomas Hardy, (1908) Giles Dugdale 
(1949), Geoffrey Grigson (1950), Chris Wrigley (1984), Andrew    Motion, 
now Poet Laureate (1994), and Valerie Shepherd (1998).  In 1962 The Poems of 
William Barnes, edited by Bernard Jones, was published in two     volumes by 
the Centaur Press and remains the most complete and helpfully        annotated 
edition. In the  meantime, Frances Austin and Bernard Jones have published 
(Edwin Mellen Press, 2002) a percipient analytical work entitled The Language 
and Craft of William Barnes, English Poet and Philologist (1801-1886) which 
gives much insight into the structure of the poems.  Dugdale's 1949 selection 
entitled     Poems Grave and Gay, (for some of Barnes's poems are indeed sad, 
'The Wife A-lost' for one) was re-issued in soft back in 1978 with a Fore Word, 
After Word and Glossary by Alan Chedzoy and pleasing sketches by the late 
Eric Ricketts, the architect and renowned historian of   Weymouth.  This is a 
useful representative selection and a few copies are still to be had today. 
 As well as his poems, for which he is perhaps best known today,   
Barnes wrote books, monographs and articles on many different subjects,    
ranging for example, from archaeology and ethnography, economics, and math-
ematics, to social questions, and most significantly a dozen or so detailed stud-
ies of philology and linguistics, having taught himself to be familiar with some 
seventy languages in all.  He had a particular regard for the origins of the     
English language and considered that the Dorset dialect (which even in his day 
was beginning to fall into disuse) preserved the Saxon tongue.  To maintain the 
purity of English he wanted 'Latinisms' to be eschewed  - to him 'Autumn' was 
Fall, for example.  As well as the works published under his name, Barnes 
wrote anonymous reviews on a variety of topics for some of the leading         
periodicals of the time. 
 This by no means covers all of his accomplishments, for as well as a 
poet, prose writer and multi-linguist, he was also a skilled wood-engraver, an 
artist and a musician and, as a devout clergyman, he was completely committed, 
to the very end of his life, to the welfare of his parishioners.  He also gave many 
talks  and  lectures and his poetry readings were  widespread and often attracted 
very large audiences.  In his earlier days he had considered becoming a  wood-
engraver for a living and Rutter's Delineations of the County of Somerset 
(1829) has some engravings by him. (A detailed article 'William Barnes as  En-
graver’, by Laurence Keen appeared in the bicentenary booklet,   
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William Barnes of   Dorset, published by the William Barnes Society in 2001). 
 While Barnes seldom left the bounds of Dorset, awareness of him had          
progressively spread and many distinguished literary figures visited him at 
Came Rectory, amongst whom were Coventry Patmore, Francis Kilvert,       
William Allingham, Lord Tennyson and Edmund Gosse.  
 Barnes and Hardy were friends of long-standing and Hardy's writing 
was certainly influenced by Barnes.  Hardy's poem 'The Last Signal' (11th     
October 1886) was written in memory of William Barnes and he wrote a most            
appreciative obituary of him that was published in the Athenaeum of 16th      
October 1886.  There are several painted portraits, drawings and a small      
number of  photographs of William   Barnes, some showing him dressed in the 
somewhat quaint and outmoded knee breeches and a cloak that he invariably 
wore.   In the Dorset County Museum there is an extensive Barnes archive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

William Barnes 
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 The William Barnes Society was founded in Dorchester in 1983 and 
has flourished ever since. (Independently, about 1950 an earlier William Barnes 
Society had existed for a short while in Shaftesbury). Currently there are about 
200 members, including some direct descendants of William Barnes, whose    
interests range, often in combination, from a particular love of his   poems to a 
fascination with the dialect and an especial regard for Barnes and his benign 
personality and outstanding polymathy.  The Society has a regular programme 
of talks (for there is much still to be discovered about Barnes) and other events, 
some shared with The Thomas Hardy Society. There is an  Annual Service of 
Remembrance and Thanksgiving for the Life of William Barnes at the Parish 
Church of St. Peter at Winterborne Came (now in the care of the Churches  
Conservation Trust).  A Newsletter, (which strives to be comprehensive!) is 
published twice each year, in May and November.    
 Barnes wrote in all about 900 poems, the best of which are               
undoubtedly those in the dialect.  Any difficulties there might be in grasping 
this can readily be overcome by consulting his Glossary, first published in 
1863, a new edition in1886; reprinted 1970 by J. Stevens-Cox, The Toucan 
Press, Guernsey.  These poems, especially when read to an audience by those 
who can still softly speak Darzet, evoke the rural life of nineteenth century 
country folk as vividly today as when they were first written.                                                                                                                             
        Richard Burleigh 

 
Bridport News  August 26th 1927 

A DITCHED MOTORCAR  
 

 Two occupants of a motorcar that was found ditched by the roadside on the main     
Charmouth – Axminster road at the junction of Fernhill lane were arrested on      
Wednesday night. 
 In court Jeremiah Joseph Cotter described as a chauffeur, was summoned for 
being drunk in charge of a carriage, and Hamilton Penman a commercial traveller was 
also summoned for being drunk on the highway. 
 In court Sergt Carter of Lyme Police said he went to the Fern lane junction, and 
he saw a small Trojan car, which had become ditched by the side of the road. Both  de-
fendants were in the car. Penman who was drunk was found resting his head on the seat. 
The other defendant Cotter was lying in the bottom of the car in a dazed condition. 
Sergt Carter said that Cotter’s general appearance and speech led him to conclude that he 
was drunk and he told him so. Cotter’s reply was “I beg your pardon” which he  repeated 
several times. On the way to the Police station he was very talkative. He  demanded to 
see the divisional surgeon straightaway. The surgeon certificated him to be drunk.    
 The Chairman of the bench convicted both. Penman was fined 10s and costs of 
 £1-6s-8d, Cotter was fined £1 and similar costs.                   
         Richard Stirk 



THE VAICES THAT BE GONE 
 
 When evenen sheädes o’ trees do hide 
A body by the hedge’s zide, 
An’ twitt’ren birds, wi’ playsome flight, 
Do vlee to roost at comen night, 
Then I do saunter out o’ zight 
In orcha’d, where the pleäce woonce rung 
 Wi’ laughs a-laugh’d an’ zongs a-zung 
 By vaices that be gone. 
 
 There’s still the tree that bore our swing. 
An’ others where the birds did zing; 
But long-leav’d docks do overgrow 
The groun’ we trampled beäre below. 
Wi’ merry skippens to an’ fro 
 Bezide the banks, where Jim did zit 
 A-playen o’ the clarinit 
To vaices that be gone. 
 
 How mother, when we us’d to stun 
Her head wi’ all our naisy fun, 
Did wish us all a-gone vrom home: 
An’ now that zome be dead, an’ zome 
A-gone, an’ all the pleäce is dum’, 
How she do wish, wi’ useless tears, 
To have agean about her ears 
The vaices that be gone. 
 
 Vor all the maidens an’ the bwoys 
But I, be marn’d off all woys, 
Or dead an’ gone; but I do bide 
At hwome, alwone, at mother’s zide, 
An’ often, at the evenen-tide, 
 I still do saunter out, wi’ tears,  
 Down drough the orcha’d, where my ears 
 Do miss the vaices gone.  
 
 
      William Barnes 
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    My Recollections of  

                                       Reginald Juxon Pavey               

1884-1973 

  After Cousin Reg’s sisters Alice and Daisy died, my father became his 
nearest relative. Although 30 years have passed since his death, I remember 
Cousin Reg well. 
  My first recollection of him was when I was about six or seven, as I 
played on the kitchen floor with a yellow wooden lorry.  Cousin Reg had made 
the lorry and had given it to my brother Michael and me for Christmas. We 
played with it for hours on end!  During the war, because toys were difficult to 
buy, Cousin Reg made them for bazaars and for my brother and me. He also 
made jigsaw puzzles using a fret saw and a little metal plate with a deep ‘V’ cut 
out of it. The plate was fixed to the table by a small screw clamp I remember. 
         ‘Cousin Reg’s Christmas ritual’ took place every year until his death. It 
consisted of my mother, Joan Pavey, baking and decorating a cake and          
dispatching it, usually with my father, to Charmouth, just before Christmas.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Reginald Pavey: Oxford 1909 
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 At about the same time a small brown paper parcel would arrive at 
home. It would be tied up with string and sealing wax as cousin Reg did not 
approve of the use of Sellotape! It would be addressed in his firm, distinctive, 
copperplate hand. It contained my mother’s favourite - a little wooden box of 
crystallised fruit, usually with the price of ten and six still marked on the       
bottom! 
 From the time I was about twelve, the whole family (dad, mum, brother 
Michael and myself) frequently made the Christmas trip to Charmouth.  Brother 
Michael and I, having been well ‘drilled’ were expected to sit quietly in the 
drawing room of the ‘Well Head’, in the presence of Cousin Reg, whilst first 
dad and then mum tried to talk to our rather deaf, and very formal, cousin 
against the background roar of lorries changing gear outside the window.  Later, 
it would be our turn to converse, and Cousin Reg always asked about our 
schoolwork and interests. At one such meeting we told him that we collected 
stamps.   He later gave Michael and me his entire collection in two albums that 
included two penny blacks and a Cape of Good Hope triangular!  He was a 
‘crusty’ but generous man. 
 Tea was served at four by Olive White, Reg’s housekeeper. This was  
often followed by a trip to see the garden and the rotatable summerhouse and to 
meet Harold White the gardener. 
          I remember one memorable visit when I was a student with a ‘full set”. I 
was greeted by Cousin Reg at the door with the memorable words, “Good     
afternoon Richard. I don’t approve of your beard. Come in.” I was then made 
welcome, and there was no further reference to my whiskers! 
         Cousin Reg, having retired from the Headship of Clifton Preparatory 
School in Bristol, and having brought Scouting to Bristol, never lost touch with 
young people, although many of the young people were often scared by his   
Victorian formality. Until his death, he entertained ‘his Scouts’ from Bristol to 
tea on the Well Head lawn during their annual summer camp in Charmouth. In 
the summer of 1968 I presented my fiancée, Val, to him.  He was very        
courteous and formal.   He insisted on standing up when she came into the 
room, despite having very stiff joints and walking with a stick.  Val now tells 
me that it was quite a  forbidding experience as she felt that she was being   
formally  welcomed into the family.  Cousin Reg’s ‘acceptance’ of Val was 
shown in later years when he opened a discussion proposing that Val and I join 
him in the Well Head.  This never happened.     
 In 1971 Val, now my wife, and I had moved into our very own house 
and furnished it from salerooms and very gratefully received donations of    
furniture from our parents. We then proudly invited Cousin Reg to tea. I drove 
to  Charmouth to collect the old gentleman to find him standing very straight on 
the doorstep of the Well Head,  leaning  on his stick in front of  him.   He  cut 
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a  remarkable figure with a white shirt  and perfectly tied tie, matching tweed 
jacket and trousers,  patent  leather  shoes  and spats.    Although  I  was  only  a  
couple of minutes behind time, I was greeted  with, “Good afternoon  Richard. 
You are late.”  I said, “Sorry!”  We then drove to our house in  Colyford and 
spent some time talking in the front room before going into the garden that was 
still in need of considerable attention.  Cousin Reg was   interested in all that we 
showed him.  Then to tea; Val had set the table in the back room for tea using 
our ‘best’ china and our ‘best’ mugs.  Cousin Reg came in; I held a rickety    
second hand chair for him to sit. Val and I held our breath as he sat down very 
heavily - we half expected him to finish up sitting on the floor. After tea I drove 
Cousin Reg back to the Well Head and on the way he showed considerable 
gratitude for our hospitality and then inquired, “Richard, don’t you have any 
cups and saucers?”  I said, “No we don’t cousin”, to which he replied that he 
would give us a set.  On arrival at the Well Head Cousin Reg duly went to the 
cupboard under the stairs and produced a  cardboard box and gave it to me.  
When I got it home, Val and I unpacked it. We did find a tea set but the whole 
lot had been broken and the pieces had been riveted together. Val, a State    
Registered Nurse, felt certain that they would harbour all sorts of bugs and I felt 
equally certain that the cups would leak.  The tea set ‘got lost’! 
         My last recollection of Cousin Reg was at his funeral. I was part of quite a 
long line of people filing past his grave paying our last respects. There were six 
or eight of his old Bristol Scouts in the line.  We were all saying “Good bye” to 
one of the last of the Victorians. 
                            Richard Pavey  

      Special Thanks 

  In my quest for details of the village past, I admit to having been a nuisance at 
times. So in  attempting to express my appreciation for the ongoing help I have been 
given, there is a perhaps a greater need to apologise for the constant   badgering many of 
the older inhabitants have endured over the years. This was particularly true in  trying to 
gather the facts and the mood of wartime  Charmouth for the article in this issue. But - it 
could not have been done without their help and patience. So in no  particular order, my 
sincere thanks to the  following dear people: 
 Keith & Chrisie Grinter, Len & Vic Hunter, Ray Wheeler, Roy  Aldworth, Rita 
& John Whatmore, Sheila Stamp, John Stamp, Jeff Stork, Alf Twelftree, Tony Keeler 
and of course, dear Maisie. There have been many, more over the years.  
 Relating to the wartime article, or of anything published in the Echo that you 
know to be incorrect – then please let me know. If you have additional 
  information to add to any of the articles, or if you would like to submit anything     
relating to village history, we would be delighted to receive it. This after, all is the Pavey 
Group’s reason for being. 
         Peter M. Press 
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Charmouth at War                        

1939 - 1945 

        The history of Charmouth in the Second World War relies almost totally 
upon the memory of those who lived here through those years. As the events 
took place over sixty years ago, memories have faded and the number of people 
who were actively involved in the conflict becomes fewer with each passing 
year. Such ‘action’ that Charmouth experienced was incidental to greater events 
taking place elsewhere. There were bombs dropped in the area but these were 
thought to be bombs being jettisoned by enemy aircraft following raids on such 
industrial centres as Bristol and the Midland cities. There was great  activity out 
in Lyme Bay, there being many sinkings due to submarine and E Boat action.  
          There are a few physical reminders of those times. The foundations of a 
listening post at the top of Stonebarrow Lane, where young lady translators        
intercepted the radio communications between German aircraft as they crossed 
the coast can still be seen. The Radar Station fell over the cliff almost as soon as 
it was built. It is still there at the bottom of the cliff. There is a creeper          
covered, brick pillbox in a garden on Five Acres and the last crumbling vestige 
of the anti-tank defences, the concrete ‘Dragon’s Teeth’ can still be seen on the 
beach.   When  invasion  threatened  in  1940,  there  was   an   attempt  to   
 
 

Springfield 1944:The Webster Family and American Lads.  

(Maisie is on the right) 
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confound  German  military intelligence on Charmouth Bridge, where an effort 

was made to chisel off the word ‘Charmouth’ from the cast iron plate on the 
bridge wall.  
 The miracle of Dunkirk was the evacuation of the British Expeditionary 
Force following the collapse of France. However, nearly all of the army’s  
equipment and weaponry was left behind, leaving Britain virtually defenceless. 
An invasion was expected, even forecast to be on the 15th September 1940. The 
entire south coast was vulnerable to German attack. An example of             
Charmouth’s readiness to repel invaders was recorded by Derrick Warren who 
remembers a unit of six men and an officer with a truck with an antiquated        
2 pounder mounted on it. It was parked at the Red Bungalow. There is a       
photograph with the names of six young men of the Royal Artillery who were 
billeted at Marwood on Lower Sea Lane before Dunkirk. Len Hunter recalls   
artillerymen billeted in The George – in the skittle alley and in rooms 6 and 1 
and the  presence of a 12 pounder gun in the village. There was an anti aircraft    
battery at Liley Farm and a searchlight on what is now the car park on Lower 
Sea Lane near the footbridge. Fortunately the invasion threat had receded      
following the German invasion of Russia and of the United States entering the 
war in 1941. 
            The dramatic change came in 1943 when the village assumed a ‘front 
line’ status. To this day, the American presence is the primary memory of 
WW11 in the village. It was the arrival of the ‘GIs’ in preparation for  Overlord 
- the code name for the invasion of Europe. 
 American troops were posted in nearly every community between          
Weymouth and Plymouth. In Charmouth the GIs were billeted in the George, 
the skittle alley of the Coach and Horses, The Elms, Bow House, The Haven and 
initially under canvas until the Quonset (Nissen) huts were assembled on the 
area. The field kitchen for those billeted in the village was next to the Church 
Hall, an area much visited by small boys, said Keith Grinter, in                        
anticipation of a generous handout from the American cooks. 
 Old folk (who were the youngsters of those days) still talk of the       
kindnesses of the GIs for what appeared to be an inexhaustible supply       choc-
olate, candy, chewing gum and Coca Cola. They recall children’s parties with 
peanut butter and jam sandwiches. There was a regimental ‘Big Band,’ the like 
of which the village had never seen before. Dances were held regularly, there 
was an abundance of cigarettes and plenty to drink ably  supplemented by Percy 
Smith’s ‘Lightning’ from his still in a shed at the bottom of the garden at Coast-
guards Cottages. It was an exciting time for the young  people, especially the 
ladies.  
 Yet a degree of resentment existed.  All those “wordly wise” young men, 
with their superabundance of  luxuries,  had a tremendous impact upon a  



rural community in a backwater of wartime  England,  whose population   had         
endured four  years  of rationing,  the absence of husbands,  sons and  daughters  
and a fear of the next telegram. As in so many small communities, a mood of 
grim acceptance of war prevailed because of the all too frequent reports of loss-
es of loved ones and of those village lads who would not return. Inevitably there 
was an envy of these young Americans whose seemingly ‘devil may care’ atti-
tudes and a  determination to enjoy themselves - to make the most of life - 
might have been considered brash or excessive by English  standards of that 
day. There was   however, a very good reason for this induced excitement. 
These lads had been battle hardened in action in North Africa; they knew      
perfectly well why they were in Dorset and what awaited them. 
       Many of them were delighted to join village families of a Sunday to spend 
an hour or so with a family so far from their homes. Maisie Marshall’s mother, 
ran Springfield, a guesthouse at the top of the village. Firm friendships were 
made with many of the American lads who were known by such nicknames as 
Chicken, Apple and Otto who visited regularly. Maisie has photographs of 
many of them with her family. For several it was their last time. 
 The time approached for the Americans to leave for Operation         
Overlord, the code name for  the mightiest seaborne invasion in history. 
The most critical element  of  the plan was to establish  successful  bridgeheads 
on the Normandy coast on the first day - D Day. This was to ensure that  enor-
mous numbers of men and war materiel could be landed in the subsequent days. 
This first critical phase was coded Operation Neptune. 
 
 

DUKWs Loading on a LCT 
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         Five ‘beaches’ were selected on the Normandy Coast. From east to west 
they were Sword, 3rd British Infantry Division, Juno, 3rd Canadian Division and 
Gold, British, 50th Division. Immediately to the west of Gold beach was Oma-
ha, the US 1st and 29th Infantry Divisions. At the foot of the Contentin   Penin-
sula, was Utah beach, the US V11 Corps.  
        In preparation for the Neptune assault the American elements for Omaha 
and Utah were distributed along the entire coast of Dorset and beyond, in      
villages from Poole to Plymouth. The British and Canadian forces were  centred 
in southern Hampshire and West Sussex,with the greatest concentration of men 
and materiel being in the area in the lea of the Isle of Wight adjacent to the    
Solent and Spithead and the great ports of Portsmouth and Southampton. 
  The West Dorset villages saw the disposition of four regiments of the 
American 1st Infantry Division, popularly known as The Big Red One. The title 
arose due to the large red number 1, the divisional insignia worn on the right 
sleeve of their uniforms.  
      The 1St Infantry Division’s task was to create the bridgehead at the ill-fated 
Omaha beach on D Day, June 6th 1944. Utah beach to the west was the task of 
US V11Corps. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Master Sergeant Otto Lowe, a survivor of the Omaha Landing 
who came back to the village to visit old friends after the war. 
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 It should be borne in mind these assault troops were lightly armed and 
hence completely vulnerable on an open beach. Their primary task was to 
knock out all defensive structures so that successive waves of troops and       
especially tanks and artillery could be landed to support them in consolidating 
the bridgehead. The Neptune directives stated that all bridgeheads were to be 
taken on the first day … 
 The GIs having arrived in Dorset in the autumn of 1943 had entered an   
intensive training schedule. As the critical day approached landing exercises   
increased for all D Day assault troops along the entire invasion coast. The Gods 
of War were not kind to the American Lads. On April 23/24th two disasters    
occurred in an exercise coded Operation Tiger centred on Slapton Sands in   
Devon. These units were practising for the Utah beach landings. The exercise 
required actual battle simulation and the outcome was that the troops were fired 
on by naval gunfire and by ‘defenders’, some of whom were using live          
ammunition. Many lives were lost. Almost at the same time nine German E-
boats attacked a flotilla of eight LCTs (Landing Craft Tank) at night in Lyme 
Bay, as they were sailing for a landing exercise on Slapton Sands, loaded with 
American troops.   Three of these were torpedoed; one blew up, another keeled   
over and sank, the other limped back to port. 749 men lost their lives. An even 
greater disaster awaited the elements of the Ist Infantry Div., at Omaha Beach 
on D Day,  H Hour on the 6th June.  
 
 
 
 

   

 American Troops Loading At Weymouth 
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“Apple” and Laurie 

 
 The US troops moved to their embarkation ports for the great assault. 
The majority of those scheduled for the Utah Beach sailed from the Torbay ar-
ea, ‘Force U’; those for Omaha from Portland, Weymouth and Poole, ‘Force 
O’. All the other assault forces for the British and Canadian landings - Forces 
G, J and S, sailed from the Solent. The great rendezvous area was coded zone 
‘Z’, 20 miles south of the Isle of Wight where the final assault formations     
entered ‘The Spout’ a totally protected approach to the beaches by air, sea and                
minesweepers. 
 The American lads billeted among us for all those months, drew the 
wrong straw. Omaha beach was the worst possible location in that it was    
dominated by cliffs, giving the defenders total visual domination of the       
landing. The beach was sown with mines and obstacles. The disaster was  com-
pounded by ineffective preliminary aerial and naval bombardment and by the 
absence of tank support. They were launched too far off shore - most of them 
sank. The attackers were pinned at the foot of the cliffs and raked by  enfilade 
machine-gun and  mortar fire. The losses were appalling. 2,000 men were killed 
on that beach on that day. By contrast the losses on the Utah    landing were 200 
dead. The fact that the Americans dominate this history of Charmouth  is  that 
they  certainly did  so.  Their  presence  and  subsequent   
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history is the  central  wartime experience for those old enough to remember. 
The Slapton Sands double  disaster and the  horror of Omaha have a direct   
connection with the village. There is yet another connection and another       
disaster.  The men of the 66th Infantry Division, the second great American 
force, were stationed in Charmouth following the departure of the 1st Infantry 
Division. This division was assigned the task of   liberating   the   Atlantic  
coast   of   France. They  boarded   two   ships,   the Leopoldville and the 
Cheshire at Southampton, bound for Cherbourg on Christmas Eve 1944. Five 
miles off Cherbourg that night, a torpedo struck the Leopoldville. In spite of the 
attempts of  the escorting craft to rescue the men, notably by the HMS  Bril-
liant, a second  explosion sent the Leopoldville to the bottom with a loss of 798 
lives.  
 There is another poignant story associating our village and those         
momentous   events of   sixty  years ago.  The  photo  on page  19  was   taken   
at Springfield shortly before the invasion. It was a family gathering with some 
of the American boys one Sunday afternoon. It is a tragic irony that  two of 
these young men should be dead within a matter of weeks (photo on page 24). 
The young American,   Appleby, was reported killed on Omaha beach. The 
name of the young   Englishman,  Laurie Webster, Maisie Marshall’s brother, is 
inscribed on the  village war  memorial. Laurie went ashore on Gold Beach with 
the 1st Battalion of the Dorsetshire Regiment at Asnelles. He was killed in    
action in front of Caen shortly after.         
         Peter M Press  

 

 

The Summer Programme 

 

 Open Day:                               Thursday August 12th at the Elms 10am – 4pm 
 
 Charmouth Fayre                   Sunday August 1st  (Pavey Group Stand) 
 
 Annual General Meeting        Thursday September  30th at the Elms 7.30 
 
   (In the event of any changes, a ‘Quicknews’ will be distributed in plenty of 
time). 

 Summer Open Hours 
 

Mondays          9am – 11am 
        Tuesdays          9am – 12 Midday 

                                 Wednesdays     9am -  12 Midday 
      Thursdays         7pm –9pm 
      Or by Special Arrangement  
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 Old Soldiers   

  Continuing with the D Day theme, I am very pleased to report that we 
still have two prominent citizens in the village who were present on those     
Normandy beaches sixty years ago. They both have remarkable stories to tell. 
      Alf Twelftree is now to be seen most days of the week in the village and   
although there is little  doubt that he is well into his eighties, he walks with   
purpose even though with a white cane. 
 Alf joined the RNVR before the war broke out.  In 1940 he survived the 
sinking of the HMS Laurentic in the Atlantic. For the next three years he served 
on a corvette on convoy protection duty chasing U Boats across the  Atlantic. In 
1942 he recalls a third of the merchant ships being sunk in one convoy.  In 1943 
he returned to England,  received a  commission  and  was  assigned to Landing 
Craft duty in preparation for D Day.  
 On the 5th June ’44, the squadron of LCTs, of which he was the      
Squadron Signals Officer for 36 troop-carrying vessels, sailed from             
Southampton. At 5.30am on the following day the L.C.T. (Landing Craft Tank) 
was run up on the Sword Beach to unload elements of the 53rd Northumbrian 
Brigade just after the Commandos had cleared the immediate defences. The 
L.C.T.s returned to Cowes, only to be told to sail to Southampton to load Amer-
ican reinforcements after the disaster on Omaha Beach and to return to Nor-
mandy immediately, which they did. It certainly was Alf’s longest day. He said 
he didn’t remember much about it. 
     Tony Keeler, our Parish Treasurer, was barely nineteen when he was 
flung ashore at Ver Sur Mer near Asnelles with the Kings Own Yorkshire Light 
Infantry. (KOYLIs) in the second wave, a day or so after D Day. Although the 
beach had been cleared, the British were immediately faced with the Bocage 
country, a  landscape of small fields,  ditches and dense hedgerows. Tanks 
could not be employed effectively, so every field and ditch had to be fought for 
against determined resistance at very close range, with the mortar proving to be 
the dominant weapon. It was a very costly phase of thecampaign. Tony was 
wounded soon after landing and was returned to England in a tank landing craft. 
  His recovery complete, he rejoined his regiment on the Belgium/Dutch 
border in September 1944 in action on the North German Plain. Following VE 
Day he remained in Germany for two more years in the British Army of         
Occupation. 
 Two or so years ago, I met a distinguished looking  American, Hilmer 
Anderson, who had returned to the village for the first time since Christmas 
1944. He had served in the 66th Infantry Division and fortunately, was not 
aboard the ill fated Leopldville, one of the two troop ships carrying the           
Division sunk off  Cherbourg early on Christmas Day with the loss of so many  
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 British Troops Landing on Sword Beach 

 

lives. It was a pleasure for me to show him the houses where they had once 
been posted. It was  also  quite  moving  as he gradually  remembered  the plac-
es he had once known and their  association with former comrades.  There  
were  long  periods of silence. 
 Unlike those in the great drive to the east with Patton’s tanks following 
the destruction of St Lo, the 66th received far less attention for an equally    
spectacular and vitally important task. The Division’s job was the              elim-
ination of German forces on the Atlantic Coast including the still functional U 
Boat bases at Lorient and  St Nazaire, before driving on to Marseilles. 
 I am very pleased to say that Hilmer, was absolutely delighted to learn of 
the Viking raids on Charmouth.  ‘My People!’ he cried out when the legend was 
related to him as we stood on the battlements of Coney’s Castle. It is hardly 
necessary to make the point that Hilmer, given his height, width of shoulder and 
with a name like Anderson was of Nordic stock.  Given a beard and a helmet 
with horns … 
 He is well, living in Muskegon on the shores of Lake Michigan, more 
concerned nowadays with windblown sand off the lakeshore in his front        
garden. 
          P.M.P. 
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Serving all-day 
breakfast and home - 
made lunches using 
best local produce. 
Cakes, savouries and 
Dorset cream teas 

CLIST FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT LTD.  EA`S 
EAST WING, THE STREET, 

CHARMOUTH,  
DORSET, DT6 6RE 
TEL:- 01297 561005 

D.COZENS 

Removals 
Delivery on any item or Part load 

34, Bridge Rd , Charmouth. 
Tel: 01297 560773 

PATTIMORE 
High Class Family Butcher 

Poultry & Game Dealer 
All Local Farm Fresh Meat. Home Made 
Sausages, Cooked Hams, Pasties & Pies 

The Street, Charmouth. Tel 560757 



Our Sponsors 
 

This list  is of  those people and organisations who have given 
most generously in support of the Village Echo and the  Pavey 
Group. 

Mrs Joan Pavey 
Do Heath 

Mary Davis 
Ed Bowditch 

John Williams  
Vera Matthews 
Geoff Restorick                     

Charmouth Fayre 
Pat & John Stamp  
Gill & Roger Joye    

Jeff  & Carol Prosser  
Peter & Maggie Press 

Charmouth Companions 
Mallory & Pauline Hayter 
Francis Lock, Pharmacist  

Kenneth & Tanya Bradford                             
Andrew & Jill Bailey, Londis               
Malcolm & Heather Bowditch 
Ray & Rosalind,  Stow House  

Ian & Alison  Shilston, Morgans  
James & Valerie Hatcher, Braggs  

Elaine & Rob Love, Villager Stoves 
Messrs Fortnam: Smith and Banwell  
Paul & Jennifer, Fish Bar & Seashells 

Dean & Marie Herbert, The George Inn                    
Peter Noel, Marshall Noel Accountants    

Richard & Jan Wyatt, Roofing Specialist   
Caroline & John Davis, The Hensleigh Hotel 
Philip & Carol Mapstone, The Queens Armes   
Ian and Liz Simpson, The White House Hotel 

          Mike Smith, Frampton, Smith & Partners, Accountants 
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Devonedge Hairdressing 
Ladies & Gentlemen's Hairdressing 

The Street, Charmouth. 

CALL IN TO OUR SALON OR 
PHONE US ON 01297 560572 

FRANCIS LOCK 
M.R. PHARMS.S 

PHARMACIST 
CHARMOUTH 
Developing & Printing 

Kodak Films 
Toiletries & Cosmetics 

 

Tel :- Charmouth 560261 

Hensleigh Hotel 
Licensed Restaurant 

Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth 
Morning Coffees, Cream Teas, 

Light Lunches, A La Cart Restaurant 

 

We aim to always use Fresh Local Produce 

We look forward to welcoming you soon! 
We're always happy to cater for your Special Occasion Meals or Buffets 

 

Reservations please call John or Caroline on 01297 560830 

MORGANS OF CHARMOUTH 
3-4 The Arcade , Charmouth, Dorset, DT6 6PU 

 
 
 
 

YOUR VILLAGE STORE 
WITH A DIFFERENCE 

 

  

 
The George Inn 

10th Century Coach House 
Bar Snacks   -  Full Restaurant 

Real Ales 
Large Garden & play Area 

Dean & Marie Herbert 

Plants 
  For  
  Sale 

    TEA ROOM & 
WALLED GARDEN 
 
OPEN EASTER TO 
      OCTOBER 

Ray and Rosalind 
The Street, Charmouth 

Tel :- 01297 561228 



   

  

  

  

  

   

  

  

  

  

YOUR LONDIS STORE

IN CHARMOUTH

TELEPHONE
CHARMOUTH 560304

OFF LICENCE  -  FRESH PRODUCE

SUN COTTAGE WHOLE FOODS

FREE LOCAL DELIVERIES

CHARMOUTH  FISH  BAR 
  AND SEA SHELLS CAFÉ 

 

      NOW OPEN ALL THE  
            YEAR ROUND 

 

  FOR DETAILS OF OPENING TIMES 
         TELEPHONE : 01297 560220 

 

                       MACE 
                  J.R.W.BRAGG 
        (James & Valerie Hatcher) 
                                              for a 

              Friendly Welcome and  
             Value For Money 
         

                     Tel: 01297 560252 

CHARMOUTH STORES 
Your 

PREMIER 
CONVENIENCE STORE 

Andy & Jill Bailey 
01297 560304 

 
 

  MIKE BOWDITCH 
  Builder and General 
   Maintenance Work 
 
       Tel : 01297 560129 

      Vincent `s 
            HAIR DESIGN 

 

THE STREET CHARMOUTH 
       DORSET DT6  6PU 
 

 Telephone: (01297) 560221 

             Gwen Oxenbury 
 

    BED AND BREAKFAST 
 

               GreenBanks 
   Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth 
     Five Minutes From beach 
           Tel : Charmouth 560227 

             Swansmead 
                Bed and Breakfast 
                 Riverway, Charmouth 

                  Dorset, DT6 6LS 
       Mrs Anthea Thomas 
       Tel : 01297 560465 

E-mail: anthea@swansmead.co.uk 

     BED AND BREAKFAST 
        Pharmacy House, Lower Sea Lane, 
          CHARMOUTH, Dorset, DT6 6LH 
         Mary Davis – Tel (01297 560025) 

E-mail: pharmacyho@aol.com 
Webste:http://members.aol.com/pharmacyho 

 En-suite, Tea/coffee facilities, T.V., Radio, Hair Drier 
 

Always a warm welcome     -      Full English Break-
fast 
                       5 minutes from the Beach  
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